Six Days of Miracles
A multimedia presentation featuring Chief Rabbi David Lau, Rabbi Lord Jonathan Sacks, Rabbanit Rachelle Fraenkel, Yonatan Razel and Chazan Netanel Hershkik and featuring The Three Paratroopers, presented by Rabbi Doron Perez in the Old City

O Jerusalem
One on One with Alan Dershowitz

Heart of a Nation
A presentation on the historic return to Jerusalem in story and song, presented by Rabbi Andrew Shaw and performed by Chazan Jonny Turgel

Living Jerusalem
A shiur by historian and author, Rabbi Berel Wein

Virtual Tours of Jerusalem
Two of Israel’s leading tour guides, Eve Harow and Rabbi Barnea Selavan, will guide you through “A City Divided in 1948” and “A City Reunited in 1967”

The Joy of Jerusalem
Ten songs about Jerusalem, their magic and meaning, with Rabbi Dr. Jacob J Schacter and Shim克莱mer

Kabbalat Shabbat from Jerusalem
Music by Yonatan Razel and inspirational words by Rabbi Doron Perez on “Lecha Dodi: A Love Song for Yerushalayim”
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